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PROLOGUE

A red mist formed as poppies tumbled from a Lancaster bomber 

flying low over London. As the flowers drifted down, more than 1000 

airmen in their eighties and nineties watched and waited. They were 

Bomber Command veterans from World War II, and the poppies were 

deeply significant to them.

Nearly seventy years after the end of the war, it is hard to compre-

hend the magnitude of the casualty figures for Bomber Command. 

More than 125,000 men from Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, 

South Africa and Poland flew bombers against Nazi Germany. Almost 

half—55,573 of them—were killed; poignantly, this was the precise 

number of poppies released from the plane.

Among the veterans shading their eyes from the sun in Green Park 

on 28 June 2012 were 106 of the more than 10,000 Australians who 

formed part of Bomber Command. For them, some of those poppies 

represented the 3486 Australians who died on Bomber Command 

operations in Royal Australian Air Force squadrons.

The veterans knew that luck had played a large part in their own 

survival. Flying bombers in the longest and most costly of all the war’s 

campaigns was like playing Russian roulette. At the time, they would 
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try to joke about it, make light of it. After their pre-raid meal they’d 

wait in the mess for the vehicles to take them out to the planes, tense 

with the knowledge that some would probably not return. Then some 

wag would put on a record to lighten the mood: Vera Lynn, their 

sweetheart, singing Coming in on a wing and a prayer. Everybody would 

laugh. Then the Mills Brothers, Chop, chop, chop, well all right, well all 

right, Well chop, chop, chop, well all right. They knew what it meant. 

When somebody got shot down, he’d ‘gone for a chop’. How else could 

you deal with such forebodings other than with black humour?

Flying over the heavily fortified Ruhr valley, where thousands of 

searchlights lit up the night sky and the flak was so thick aircrews 

almost felt they could walk on it, survival came down to chance. 

Men still speak of hosing the remains of rear gunners out of their 

bomber turrets. And even if you evaded the enemy’s fire, you might 

be accidentally bombed by one of your own from above, or rammed 

by another of your comrades in the huge formations of a thousand 

planes or more that flew night after night against the enemy.

The men had no idea of those risks when they enlisted in Australia. 

Many had just thought joining the air force seemed an infinitely better 

prospect than foot-slogging with the infantry in the deserts of North 

Africa and the Middle East. There was, after all, a certain glamour 

associated with being an airman. But even before their training ended, 

the reality was sinking in: once they started bomber operations, they 

had a life expectancy of six weeks. If they were not killed, they could 

be wounded or taken prisoner. About one in three Bomber Command 

airmen could expect to survive a tour of thirty operations. Of those, 

about one in six brave souls undertook a second tour. Some went on 

taunting death with a third. 

The falling poppies symbolised the long-delayed recognition of 

Bomber Command’s sacrifices. That day, as the old airmen stood in 

Green Park and remembered their comrades who had failed to return, 
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the Queen dedicated a memorial in their honour. It had been built 

after a private campaign initiated by Robin Gibb, the late Bee Gees 

star, who had a longstanding fascination with the Lancaster bomber.

Aluminium from a Royal Canadian Air Force Halifax bomber 

shot down over the Netherlands in 1944 forms part of the pavilion’s  

roof, which is braced inside in a pattern inspired by the geodetic 

lattice structure of the Vickers Wellington bomber. Beneath it, 

sculpted in bronze, is a seven-man crew just returned from a raid. 

They look blank, exhausted, as if aware that they have just survived 

another roll of the dice. On one side is a bronze wreath sculpted by 

an Australian veteran, Colin Dudley DFC, a Halifax navigator on  

578 Squadron RAF.

Floral wreaths were piled around the crew’s feet at the memorial, 

many with hand-written tributes attached. ‘In loving memory of my 

father Ian Alexander McIntosh’, read one note about an Australian 

pilot officer attached to 12 Squadron RAF who was taken prisoner 

after being shot down over Germany. Another note commemorated 

brothers John and George Mee from Becks, in Central Otago, New 

Zealand, both Lancaster pilots, who were killed over Germany in 

March and April 1944, one aged twenty-five and the other twenty-

six: ‘As with their comrades they did not seek glory, they asked for no 

collateral for their lives, they demanded no privileges, no power or 

influence as they flew steadily into the valley of death.’

Among the veterans present that day were the Maxton brothers, 

from Western Australia. Ninety-one-year-old Murray Maxton and 

his brother, Eric, eighty-eight, spent their war years flying with 460 

Squadron RAAF. Murray was a pilot and Eric a wireless operator. 

Uniquely, they flew thirty operations—or ‘ops’ as they were known—

together on the same aircraft. For them, it was the ‘icing on the cake’ 

to be able to attend the dedication of the memorial ‘for all those young 

men that lost their lives’.
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At last the men of Bomber Command felt they were being welcomed 

in from the cold. For much of the war, Bomber Command had been 

the Allies’ main strike weapon against Nazi Germany. In the wake of 

the ignominious Dunkirk evacuation in June 1940, when no Allied 

troops were left on the continent of Europe, British Prime Minister 

Winston Churchill saw the Air Force, and Bomber Command in 

particular, as the only way to continue the struggle. ‘The Fighters are 

our salvation,’ he said, ‘but the Bombers alone provide the means of 

victory. In no other way at present visible can we hope to overcome the 

immense military power of Germany.’ That was in September 1940.

But in 1945, in the immediate aftermath of victory, the deeds of 

Bomber Command were seen very differently in light of the awful 

destructiveness that area bombing had wrought. Despite being 

eligible for the Air Crew Europe Star and the France and Germany  

Star, Bomber Command’s crews were denied a separate campaign 

medal. Bomber Command’s leader, Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur 

Harris, known to his detractors as ‘Butcher’ Harris, protested at this 

snub to his men and refused to accept a peerage, the sole commander-

in-chief not made a peer in 1946. In 1953, Churchill, now prime minister 

again, insisted that Harris accept a baronetcy and this time he accepted.

Over the decades, the veterans of Bomber Command have felt 

the snub keenly. In December 2012 a report to the United Kingdom 

government concluded that Bomber Command crews had been treated 

‘inconsistently’ with those who served with Fighter Command, where 

the Battle of Britain clasp was awarded. Britain’s Prime Minister, 

David Cameron, immediately announced that bomber aircrews would 

be awarded a Bomber Command clasp. While veterans welcomed the 

acknowledgement, as their thinned ranks at Green Park showed, there 

are few left to receive the belated recognition.

The lengthy failure to recognise the bomber crews’ contribution—

despite their overall forty-five per cent death toll—arose from public 
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and political unease about Bomber Command’s area bombing raids. 

In 1942 the War Cabinet gave its support to area bombing, and it was 

this policy that Harris set about implementing. But it was Harris’s 

preference for area bombing rather than precision bombing in the 

last year of the war that was controversial. Towards the end of the war 

unguided RAF bombs could be predictably delivered within twenty-

five metres of a target from 15,000 feet height, and precisely on it 

from low level. However, Harris remained committed to post-D-Day 

orders to progressively destroy and dislocate Germany’s military, 

industrial and economic systems. He believed that this was best 

achieved by area bombing. 

Estimates for the number of people killed in the area bombing of 

German cities range between 400,000 and 600,000. The symbol of the 

destruction, and the moral quandaries that area bombing poses, is the 

city of Dresden. This grand Baroque city was destroyed in a bombing-

induced firestorm on the night of 13 February 1945.

In the heart of Dresden’s Old Town stands the beautiful 

Frauenkirche. Finally rebuilt in 2005, this masterpiece of Baroque 

architecture, with its ninety-six-metre-high dome, was reduced to 

rubble, like so much of Dresden, in the events of that horrific night. 

Evidence of the ferocity of the fire is still visible in the original sand-

stone blocks that have been re-used in the church’s walls. On Bruhl’s 

Terrace, overlooking the Elbe river, blackened walls also testify to 

the reach of the firestorm. Many buildings, such as the imposing 

Hofkirche Catholic church, the ornate Semperoper opera house and 

the grand Zwinger Palace, with its many pavilions, have been rebuilt, 

and the imposing Dresden Castle is near completion. In all cases the 

original stones, incorporated where possible, show the same dark 

evidence of fire. Dresdeners’ commitment to rebuilding much of the 

city as it was, shows not only that they have not forgotten that night 

in February 1945 but that they want to remember it always.
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There were Australians involved in the raids on Dresden. They too 

will never forget that night, nor their mates who did not come back 

from the war. They had nothing personal against the city. When they 

had enlisted, Dresden—if they had heard of it at all—was just another 

old city in eastern Germany. Their service in Bomber Command 

would change all that. It would change their lives and their view of 

the world, of war, of peace. It would demand all their skill, ingenuity, 

courage and endurance. This book is their story.
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